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Nanostructure is the core enabling technology for future semiconductor
manufacturing and emerging nanotechnology applications in
renewable energy and medicine. For example, nanostructures of
conjugated polymer has greatly enhanced the performance of organic
photovoltaic devices (OPV). A vertically bicontinuous and interdigitized
heterojunction between donor and acceptor has been regarded as one
of the ideal structures to enable both efficient charge separation and
transport. In this talk, I will present our work of using nanoimprint
lithography (NIL) as a new approach to simultaneously control both
the heterojunction morphology and polymer chains in OPV. We found
that nanoimprint procedure changes the initial edge-on alignment in
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non-imprinted P3HT to a vertical orientation which favors the hole
transport, with an organization height over 170 nm and width in the Department of Electrical Engineering
range of 60- 210 nm. Better chain alignment improves hole mobility in
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P3HT nanogratings to be 0.03 cm2/Vs. It is also found that NIL enables
stronger chain alignments in high molecular weight (MW) P3HT,
showing its potential to release the benefits of high MW polymers
that are not suitable for bulk heterojunction devices due to severe
chain entanglement. These findings are further proved by increases
in power conversion efficiency of OPVs using imprinted P3HT/PCBM
nanostructures. Finally, I will show our recent results of using NIL to
pattern perovskite nanostructures with improved crystallinity, which
is very promising to further improve the performance of perovskite
devices.
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